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Abstract
This article considers the medial logics of American terrorist watchlist screening in order to study the ways in which digital inequities
result from specific computational parameters. Central in its analysis is Secure Flight, an automated prescreening program run by the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) that identifies lowand high-risk airline passengers through name-matching algorithms.
Considering Secure Flight through the framework of biopolitics, this
article examines how passenger information is aggregated, assessed
and scored in order to construct racialised assemblages of passengers
that reify discourses of American exceptionalism. Racialisation here
is neither a consequence of big data nor a motivating force behind the
production of risk-assessment programs. Both positions would maintain that discrimination is simply an effect of an information management system that considers privacy as its ultimate goal, which is
easily mitigated with more accurate algorithms. Not simply emerging
as an effect of discriminatory practices at airport security, racialisation
formats the specific techniques embedded in terrorist watchlist matching, in particular the strategies used to transliterate names across different script systems. I argue thus that the biopolitical production of
racialised assemblages forms the ground zero of Secure Flight’s computational parameters, as well as its claims to accuracy. This article concludes by proposing a move away from the call to solve digital inequities
with more precise algorithms in order to carefully interrogate the forms
of power complicit in the production and use of big data analytics.

Introduction
It is all too common now in our contemporary age of big data to hear warning of
the ever-expanding range of monitoring, tracking and classifying programs that
pervade our daily lives. Alongside media spectacles like the Snowden leak in 2013
and the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica breach in 2018, we have witnessed a resurgence of debates about the end of privacy and the inevitable death of democracy by
the hand of algorithmic proxy politics. Today’s surveillance society is one in which
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public and private activity can be quantified for inclusion in federal and commercial databases, moulded into various identity profiles, and circulated among data
brokers for financial gain. At the centre of these debates is an untenable anxiety
around the dissolution of the subject into vast arrays of quantifiable profiles
circulating federal and commercial databases that aim to classify individuals and
predict their future behaviour. While claiming accuracy, such profiles are only
discrete approximations of membership within populations of data, “epistemologically fabricated” within algorithmically mediated versions of reality that authorise
a range of governmental actions (Cheney-Lippold 2017: 45). Accuracy here is often
championed as a solution to issues of privacy rights and access that continually
plague the imbrication of computational systems within our lived reality.
However, while certainly everyone’s data are continually made public in varying degrees, the impact of this transparency is not equally distributed across the
social body. One of the central premises of big data that is often overlooked in
debates on privacy and transparency is how most people are not targeted as individuals, but as aggregates. Because big data deprioritises the content of data relative to
its structure, the significance that data accrues is in its connections, patterns and
networked potential, not merely its representational meaning. A datafied “identity” is only ever defined through correlations with larger populations of data, correlations often resulting not from causal relations but use of proxies to determine
class membership. And because proxies (like zip code or consumer preferences)
encode categories of social difference, people of colour, migrants, sexual minorities, the poor and other oppressed populations are overwhelmingly more likely
to bear the burden of population-based classification (Chun 2016: 58). Indeed,
surveillance is not a totalising force suppressing the social body, but rather a variegated power matrix that is distributed along axes of social difference under signs
of empire, settler colonialism and white supremacy.
This article extends debates on the production and circulation of algorithmically mediated identities by examining the ways in which digital inequities
structure the specific design and operation of surveillance systems. My primary
site of interest is Secure Flight, an automated prescreening program that identifies low- and high-risk passengers by matching their names against the no fly list
and the selectee list. Both managed by the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC) and
distributed to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), the no fly list
completely bans suspected persons from flying, while the Selectee List requires
additional security checks at the airport before the passenger is allowed to board
the aircraft. Initiated in 2009, Secure Flight replaced two previous versions of
Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening Systems (CAPPS I and CAPPS II),
the latter of which was implemented following the attacks on 9/11 in order to place
control of passenger screening in the hands of the government. By the end of
2010, Secure Flight met its goal of vetting one hundred percent of all domestic and
international flights, reportedly prescreening on average two million passengers
per day by 2012 (DHS 2012: 22).
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Secure Flight and its attendant watchlists have been subject to harsh criticism,
particularly for the ways in which they disproportionately and erroneously identify
ethnic and religious minorities, immigrants and non-US citizens as perceived
threats to the nation. However, while much can be said about the legal frameworks
that attend Secure Flight and its unfair redress system, what I explore below are the
specific medial logics that underpin discriminatory practices at airport security.
By medial logics, I refer to the conceptual, discursive and rhetorical tendencies that
structure mediations across historical and social formations. My use of this term
is inflected by media materialism, an approach which considers technologies as
active agents that structure how we know and experience the world (cf. Fuller
2005; Cubitt 2014; Parikka 2015). Importantly, media materialism understands
the transmission and processing of cultural epistemologies not simply as medial
effects, but rather as coming into being as matter within processes of mediation.
Medial logics articulate how the mattering of mediation is formatted by specific
discursive and conceptual expressions within historically situated contexts.
In the case of Secure Flight, medial logics flag how racial epistemologies
structure inequities within the unique and productive formatting of computational
expression subtending the automated name-matching system. I take cue here from
Tara McPherson (2018), who insightfully examines how the development of UNIX
in mid-century America employed a logic of modularity that encoded the modular
logics of race simultaneously emerging in neoliberal projects of urban planning,
managerial discourse, and university specialisation. Key to her argument is
the claim that there is a sociocultural history to the mathematical and physical
basis upon which computational systems are designed, that design itself is never
without politics. In her words, “race, particularly in the United States, … fundamentally shap[es] how we see and know as well as the technologies that underwrite
or cement both vision and knowledge” (ibid: 50). Attending to the medial logics of
a particular system means that we need not bracket identity politics as pertaining
only to cultural context. Rather, we must acknowledge how contemporary computational systems ground claims to accuracy by foreclosing an understanding of
how technological formations are deeply bound up with logics of race.
In order to unearth the medial logics of Secure Flight, I turn to a range of
federal reports conducted by the Department of Homeland Security, the TSA, the
Government Accountability Office, and other Congressional committees. Many of
these reports are openly accessibly by law. Others are declassified materials only
made public after security measures have been taken to redact sensitive material.
Due to limitations of confidentiality, such documents offer a narrow glimpse
into the computational parameters employed in the name-matching process. Yet
where they lack in substantial evidentiary power, they instead lay bare the discursive strategies that link the promise of big data analysis to the biopolitical project
of national security.
In my assessment of digital inequities, I locate biopolitics as the production of
racialised assemblages of low- and high-risk populations: those who are presumed
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capable of participating in discourses of American exceptionalism and those who
are deemed threatening to national security. Racialisation here is neither a consequence of big data nor a motivating force behind the production of risk-assessment programs. Both positions would maintain that discrimination is simply an
effect of an information management system that considers privacy as its ultimate
goal, which is easily mitigated with more accurate algorithms. Rather, processes of
racialisation format the specific computational techniques embedded in terrorist
watchlist screening, in particular the transliteration strategies used to represent
names across different script systems. As such, I argue that the biopolitical production of racialised assemblages forms the ground zero of Secure Flight’s medial
logics, as well as its claims to accuracy. Situating the computational parameters
of terrorist screening within biopolitical discourse not only reveals how digital
inequalities are structurally formatted within algorithmic mediation, but also how
big data takes as its basis a project of racialisation in its attempt to quantify and
manage populations within the scope of a white and gendered American exceptionalism.

The Biopolitics of Terrorist Watchlisting
Every time an individual makes an airline reservation, arrives at a US port of entry,
submits an application for a visa or is stopped by state or local police, the frontline
screening agent initiates a name-based search of the individual against applicable watchlists (Fig. 1). The dedicated program within the TSA that assumes the
function of watchlist matching for civil aviation is Secure Flight. As outlined in the
Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act (108th Congress 2004), Secure
Flight is an automated prescreening program that allows the TSA to assume from
aircraft carriers the role of checking passenger information against the watchlists
generated from the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB) (Fig. 2). Airlines, as well
as third-party entities such as travel agencies and booking websites, are required
to submit to the TSA specific passenger information known as Secure Flight
passenger data (SFPD), which include name, birthdate, gender, flight information
and passport number (DHS 2008: 64021). Secure Flight cross-checks SFPD with
the no fly and selectee lists, as well as searches in the Terrorist Identities Datamart
Environment (TIDE) database and the Treasury Enforcement Communications
System to discern whether or not there is a positive match (DHS 2012: 24). Notifications are then sent back to aircraft operators in the form of a boarding pass
printing result with one of three possible outcomes: the passenger is cleared to fly,
selected for additional screening or prohibited from boarding the airplane.1
1

Prior to the 9/11 attacks, risk-based passenger screening did not exist as an automated computational system. In past decades, terrorist watchlists were composed
of a heterogeneous assemblage of media usually involving human oversight. The
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Fig. 1: The general set of procedures for matching individuals to terrorist watchlists
used across federal and local agencies. U.S. Government Accountability Office (2017):
“Terrorist Watch List Screening,” GAO-08-194T, p. 5.

Fig. 2: Flow of operations in the Secure Flight watchlist matching process. U.S.
Government Accountability Office (2009): “Aviation Security,” GAO-09-292, p. 7.
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When announced by the TSA in 2004, the automated prescreening program
was said to represent “a significant step in securing domestic air travel and safeguarding terrorism related national security information” (TSA 2004: 57343).
Alongside other technologies of border control that regulate the mobility of populations, Secure Flight participates as a key site for the biopolitical management
of national security standards. This network of security practices, which Didier
Bigo (2008) terms the “ban-opticon,” articulates a biopolitical terrain that wields
the normative imperatives of national exceptionalism in order to intern certain
groups while granting free movement to unmarked populations rendered legible
to surveillant systems. Famously defined by Foucault in his 1976 lectures “Society
Must Be Defended,” biopower “consists in making live and letting die” (Foucault
2003: 247), a form of control that modulates populations according to their relative
capacity to propagate life or their risk of death. Here, the quantified individual
is measured against a range of normative assessments like vitality, ability and
morbidity, producing categories of risk that are then distributed on the population
level. In aviation security, risk is most often assessed through the interaction of three
factors: perceived threat posed by individuals, vulnerabilities in layers of security
protocol and the potential consequences of security tactics (DHS 2011: 20). Technologies of border control, like Secure Flight and its attendant watchlists, mobilise
risk-assessment strategies in order to contain bodies perceived as dangerous for the
health of the national body. The primary function of terrorist screening programs
first federal government watchlist devoted to identifying suspected terrorists was
TIPOFF, created in 1987 and managed by the state department. A deck of threeby-five index cards that were kept in a shoebox, TIPOFF consisted of names, birthdates, nationalities and passport numbers for foreigners suspected of terrorism who
should not receive visas for entry across the US border (Kahn 2013: 10). The list was
eventually computerised in 1993, but still distributed on paper to airlines around
the time of the first World Trade Center attack in that year. In the early 1990s to
2001, the Federal Aviation Administration assumed the responsibility of terrorism
prevention through security directives, which were issued to airlines in order to
deny boarding to targeted individuals. While the current orthodox for inclusion in
the TSDB operates upon an edict of “reasonable suspicion,” the standard for issuing
security directives required “specific credible threats” to civil aviation (Department
of Transportation 1991: 4322). The FAA thus required clear evidence that a threat
was immanent to a particular aircraft or carrier in order to bar travel. At the time,
there was no automated system for cross-referencing names issued by the FAA.
Security directives were distributed on paper by fax machine to aircraft operators
and manually checked for any positive hits (Kahn 2013: 133). On average, about 20
to 30 security directives were issued per year, and among these only a handful of
people were named. Days before 9/11, FAA security directives prohibited only twelve
named individuals from boarding commercial aircrafts (TIPOFF at the time had
about 60,000 entries of those who would be denied visas for entry into the United
States).
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is to demarcate boundaries of the abnormal, perverse and sexually deviant Other,
which in turn normalises those bodies perceived as innocent through discourses
of American exceptionalism (Puar 2007: 38).
However, in the preemptive politics of security programs like those deployed
in terrorist watchlists, populations are not always available as legible, stable or
measurable entities. Terrorism rather emerges as an unspecified threat within
some undefined futural scenario. Indeed, the TSC, which houses the TSDB,
publicly defines a “suspected terrorist” on their website as “an individual who is
reasonably suspected to be engaging in, has engaged in, or intends to engage in
conduct constituting, in preparation for, in aid of, or related to terrorism and/or
terrorist activities” (Federal Bureau of Investigations 2017: 3).2 As the “unknown
unknown,” Brian Massumi diagnoses terrorism within an accelerating temporality
of crisis, “an ever-presence of indiscriminate threat, riddled with the anywhereanytime potential for the proliferation of the abnormal” (Massumi 2009: 157). In
this case, the distribution of risk upon suspect populations is mobile, contingent
and unfolding. Foucault (2007) makes evident here the way in which risk is differentially applied to suspicious populations in the security state: risk is “not the same
for all individuals, all ages, or in every condition, place or milieu,” but instead is
differential, revealing “zones of higher risk and, on the other hand, zones of less or
lower risk” (89). In the contemporary political moment, biopower renders bodies
into “data derivatives,” wherein risk is preemptively distributed in order to justify
the exclusion of populations from the national political community (Amoore 2011).
Security apparatuses, like the TSA’s risk-based passenger screening strategies, do
not simply locate stable identity categories in the social field, but rather produce
non-normative bodies through differential matrices of risk that become activated
within everyday sites of surveillance: low-threat passengers who have access to
TSA pre-check and high-risk passengers who are included on no fly lists.
In order to demarcate risk differentials of data aggregates, Secure Flight’s
pattern analysis system mobilises logics of racialisation. Biopolitics crucially
configures populations not simply as terrains of governance, but as what Alexander
Weheliye (2014) terms “racialised assemblages” which demarcate those who may
enjoy the status of human and those who are consigned to the position of notquite-human or non-human (43). Racialisation does not locate fixed elements of
phenotypic, biological or cultural difference. Rather, it names the zero degree of
biopolitical control, a process of imposing classificatory regimes upon populations in order to produce categories of human difference. In Weheliye’s words,
2

Under the awning of reasonable suspicion, the TSC can place persons in the TSDB
based simply on intel that suggests one might pose an undefined threat in the future.
What has result is a massive influx of entries seemingly absent of discretion. From
2009 to 2013, approximately 1.6 million individuals were designated for inclusion
in the database, while only about 1 percent of nominations (just over 14,000) were
rejected (Bjelopera, Elias, & Sisken 2016: 6).
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racialisation drives “a set of sociopolitical processes of differentiation and hierarchisation, which are projected onto the putatively biological human body” (ibid: 5).
In the production of racialised assemblages, political subjugation is masked by
relations of biological substance. At work is a generalised calculus of risk assessment that recruits biology in order to justify the eviction of populations from
the political community. As a biopolitical strategy, racialisation finds its end in
techniques of capture, incarceration and deportation by appealing to perceived
differences of species classifications at the sub-human level (Mbembe 2017: 35).
One need not look further than Donald Trump’s comments from May 2018, in
which he referred to Mexican immigrants as “animals,” in order to witness the
way contemporary security apparatuses racialise populations in order to justify
state violence.
Within the post-9/11 era, normative mechanisms of airport security practices
operate through the biopolitical production of racialised assemblages. The goal of
Secure Flight alongside other tracking, monitoring and scanning technologies is to
determine who is secure for travel and those who are “irredeemably opaque” to
transparency efforts (Hall 2015: 79). Throughout the intensely consolidated network
of airport security, religious and ethnic minorities who carry “racial baggage”
(Browne 2015: 154), specifically American Muslims, Arabs and South Asian communities, are subject to a litany of profiling practices based on skin colour, clothing,
behaviour, gender, age, class, ability and much more. Names in particular, circulating on passports, boarding tickets, passenger manifests and terrorist watchlists,
locate a particular racial difference that works to situate bodies adjacent to the
figure of the Muslim terrorist. In these cases, pre-existing interpretive schemas
of race congeal around bodies caught within an economy of suspicion circulating
the highly charged scene of surveillance, which often results in excessive monitoring and potential detention of South Asian, Muslim and Arab passengers (Selod
2018).
Secure Flight, however, is unique among other technologies of airport security,
such as full-body x-rays, biometric scanners and passports, because the program
operates before passengers arrive to the airport. Like no fly lists, Secure Flight
maneuvers a logic of preemption that militarises national and global big data
infrastructures. As Kenneth Werbin (2009) writes of no fly lists, “the logic is to
preempt terrorist threats, and such security practices are largely represented as
turning on […] complex computer algorithms and technological networks [that] are
understood as the critical security arrangement mitigating the inevitable future
of terrorist threats” (621). The reliance of computational systems to aggregate and
identify passenger profiles makes possible a set of strategies for security agencies
like the TSA to absolve responsibility in misidentifying persons as suspected
terrorists. In this case, claims of computational objectivity obfuscate the discriminatory basis of the list as a “foundational inclusionary and exclusionary political
form through which the circulation of dangerous people is reified and policed”
(ibid: 617). Werbin goes to lengths to demonstrate the way in which technological
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systems alone are not enough to account for the way fear locates the figure of the
terrorist within actual bodies. As he states:
normative mobility is not enacted through techno-scientific practices alone, for it is not the
digital profile, computer algorithm, or risk-assessed score that ultimately marks, concretizes, and reifies the threat: it is the list. Where profiles can be understood as indicators of
risk, it is ultimately the name on the list that calls the state of exception into being, operationalizing the ban and invoking the looming omnipresent camp. (ibid: 621)

At work here is a tension between the computational systems that assess passenger
information for possible risk and the watchlists that produce terrorist threats
within the traversed space of the airport.
In what follows, I extend to Werbin’s methodical examination of no fly lists
as they intersect normative aviation security practices in order to advance the
ways in which we understand computational systems as imbricated within the
biopolitical production of racialised assemblages. Certainly, we may observe how
computational systems inherit sociopolitical relations of difference that then
actualise in the citation of bodies as risky in airport security. Similarly drawing
upon Weheliye in his study of big data analytics, Ezekiel Dixon-Román (2016)
asserts that “regardless of the initial code of the algorithm, as it intra-acts with
myriad persons and algorithms and analyses and learns from the data, the
ontology of the algorithm becomes a racialised assemblage” (488). For DixonRomán, algorithms draw upon hierarchies of social difference that then reify
racial understandings when made operational in formats for disciplining human
bodies, such as no fly lists. In his words, “the algorithm is not inherently racialised
but becomes racialised through the analysis of data assemblages” (ibid: 489).
I offer an opposing view of racialised assemblages in computational systems,
arguing that the statistical analysis of risk always already operates upon logics
of racialisation that are encoded into specific computational parameters. Algorithms do not become racialised when encountering data imbued with elements
of sociopolitical difference, but rather mobilise logics of racialisation in order to
process data assemblages.
As the TSA’s dedicated name-matching program, Secure Flight is a crucial
site to consider how logics of racialisation inhere within the specific medial
logics underpinning big data computational analysis. One of the principle difficulties with data analysis in terrorist watchlist matching is what happens when
data belonging to the TSDB is used to cross-reference no fly lists. In a report on
the impact of automated selection on privacy and civil rights, the Department of
Homeland Security (2006) conceded that even if the lists themselves were able
to flawlessly index all alleged terrorists, the algorithms that are used to recall
specific information would still produce certain risks of misidentification because
“no matching technology works perfectly” (ii). While we might locate discrimination within the production of terrorist identities on no fly lists – as well as those
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“mistakes” of the database that are then included on lists – it can also be detected
in the methods of computation that activate passenger data within risk-assessment algorithms. As such, it is crucial that we expand the biopolitics of terrorist
screening beyond the citation of no fly lists within airport surveillance practices
to the computational parameters through which names are identified as risks to
national security.

Naming Risk
When computing matches between names in SFPD and no fly lists, Secure Flight
makes use of a scoring threshold function to determine the relative accuracy of
the potential match. This score is determined by three factors: the relative importance of each piece of information, such as name versus date of birth or flight
number; the criteria used to specify how aspects of the SFPD might register as
potential hits (which include, for example, the range of birth dates that the system
would consider a match); and the numeric threshold over which the SFPD will
determine a positive hit (GAO 2009: 8).3 The use of a scoring threshold in the
name-matching process indicates that Secure Flight employs probabilistic computational methods. As opposed to deterministic matching, which simply assesses
unique identifiers for an exact comparison, probabilistic matching applies statistical analysis to establish relationships between data elements in order to account
for errors, complex data structures and multiple databases. Outcomes of probabilistic computation are then assigned a percentage to indicate the probability of a
successful match.
Within the context of terrorist watchlist screening, probabilistic computation is necessary to account for name variations in records across the databases to
which Secure Flight has access. While TSDB is the primary resource for watchlist
screening, Secure Flight also cross-references TIDE, a database maintained by the
National Counterterrorism Center that serves as the primary source of non-US

3

The scoring threshold adjudicates the relative yield of false-positive versus falsenegative cases. Raising the scoring threshold would result in fewer matches on the
watchlists, which would increase the possibility of false-positives. On the other hand,
if the scoring threshold is lowered, name variants and birth date entries would be
made more comparable, thus increasing the risk of false-positive matches (GAO
2009: 8). From the perspective of national security, false-negatives must absolutely
be avoided, while false-positives are a small price to pay for preventing possible terrorist threats. Ultimately, however, the security trade-off must not compromise the
operation of Secure Flight’s automated program for national security efforts. As the
U. S. Government Accountability Office (2006) reported, “any policy trade-off considerations regarding use of algorithms likely will favor ensuring homeland security
over minimizing inconveniences to travelers” (43).
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citizen passenger records in the TSDB (Elias 2014: 9). Not all names, however,
can be accurately represented across different language systems, particularly
when forced to conform to formatting procedure across database record-keeping
structures. We see this in the way that non-English names are transliterated into
conventional Western naming conventions and Latin script. For example, Latin
American names may contain multiple surnames, while Chinese names place
the surname at the beginning, which might also be complemented by a Western
name. Arabic names in particular confound transliteration practices, as there is no
single methodology in place for representation in Latin script. The name of Libyan
revolutionary Muammar Gaddafi can be written more than one hundred ways in
Latin text, including Muammar Qaddafi, Moamar Gaddafi, Mouammar Kadhafi
and Mu’ammar al-Qadafi. As many computer scientists have shown, namematching algorithms, particularly of the phonetic class,4 reach certain limitations
when names entered into the database are represented in a script different from
their native system, as there may be many alternatives for encoding a string of
phonemes from one language into another (cf. Christen 2006; Freeman, Condon, &
Ackerman 2006; El-Shishtawy 2013). A congressional report from 2009 revealed
that while the TSDB at the time contained over 400,000 individual identities, the
number of actual records within the database exceeded one million due to aliases
and name variants from across languages (Krouse & Elias 2009: 3–4).
Perhaps not surprisingly, the TSDB is calibrated upon Western English naming
conventions and Latin script, which means that name variation most often maps
onto the incorporation of non-English names into the TSDB. Following the attacks
on 9/11, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks speculated in their official
report of the events that the absence of a standardised transliteration practice was
one of the key faults through which terrorist measures were able to manifest that
day, as perhaps the attackers were able to obfuscate their identities by adopting
an alternate spelling of their names. The NCTA (2004) recommended a universalised transliteration protocol as the way forward for preventing future crises:
“While the gradual introduction of biometric identifiers will help, that process
will take years, and a name match will always be useful. The ICAO [International
Civil Aviation Organization] should discuss the adoption of a standard requiring
a digital code of all names that need to be translated into the Roman alphabet,
ensuring one common spelling for all countries” (565, note 40). Following the
publication of this report, Congress encouraged the President’s office to enter into
international negotiations in order to institute universal transliteration standards
4

Name-matching algorithms can be generally divided into two main categories: orthographic algorithms compare units and strings of values across items, while phonological algorithms relate entries with respect to phonetic representation. According
to a report filed by the Department of Homeland Security (2006), multiple algorithms may be used in performing matches against terrorist watchlists, such that
the differences that results from these two classes may be used to verify one another.
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based on the Latin script and English semantics. Importantly, universal transliteration forecloses a range of many other computational methods for processing
names rendered in non-Latin script. I take seriously Simone Browne’s (2015)
contention that “when particular surveillance technologies, in their development and design, leave out some subjects and communities for optimum usage,
this leaves open the possibility of reproducing existing inequalities” (162–163).
A modified N-gram algorithm, for example, has been shown to process more
robustly the unique features of the Arabic language (cf. Al-Sanabani & Al-Hagree
2015; Alsurori, Al-Sanabani, & Al-Hagree 2018).
In the post-9/11 era, the NCTA advanced a model of name-matching that
operated upon norms defined by the phonetic patterning of the English language.
Non-English names – “ethnic names” or “foreign names” – were intentionally
included within databases as exceptions to the rule, rather than as constitutive
elements of its computational logic. As passenger screening technologies developed
over the following decade, the United States continued to serve as the culturalcomputational background for risk assessment in terrorist watchlist matching, as
well as the foundation for a range of other systems for border control and national
security. Analysing the medial logics of biometric passports, in which names,
dates and numbers must be represented in Arabic numerals and Latin characters,
Liv Hausken (2017) refers to this process as “cultural homogenization,” where “the
reduction in cultural diversity [is] the result of processes by which local cultures
are transformed or absorbed by a dominant culture” (272–273). The globalisation
of communication systems forces local standards to conform to international regulations, thus constructing an informational economy in which abnormal citizenship is systematically measured against a template provided by the US empire. In
the case of terrorist watchlist matching, transliteration practices not only consolidate standards of efficiency and accuracy in the medial logics of Secure Flight, but
also attempt to render legible human identities within discourses of American
exceptionalism.

Racialising Data
The citation of “suspicious sounding” names has long been a casual marker
of difference or threat in the American context (e. g. German-sounding names
during WWII or Soviet names during the Cold War). Within the post-9/11
American cultural imaginary, names perceived as Muslim, Arab and South Asian
overwhelmingly bear the burden of racialisation within discourses of terrorism,
while other cultural or ethnic names become racialised in contexts like border
security and policing. Secure Flight intervenes in the biopolitical distribution of
risk by elevating the racialisation of names to the level of data science. Within
TSA’s automated prescreening program, names become racialised as data points
that are assessed within pattern analysis algorithms to detect matches with no fly
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lists. It is thus imperative to understand the name-matching system as a function
of racialisation within the biopolitical management of population mobility.
One might object by observing that English names too are susceptible to falsepositive matches in the name-matching process. Infamous among such cases is
Senator Ted Kennedy who was mistakenly identified on the no fly list in 2004 by
CAPPS II due to the similarity of his name to an alias used by someone suspected
of terrorist affiliations. This is reflected in official discourses on Secure Flight’s
design and infrastructure, which is careful to mitigate concern that categories
of social difference, including race, gender and citizenship, might somehow be
implicated within the program’s computational design. In a notice outlining the
process and aims of Secure Flight, the TSA reports that in addition to training
the automated prescreening program on information from the TSC, it will also
use data from commercial aggregators who provide services to banking, home
mortgage and credit industries in order to determine if such data are able to identify
incorrect passenger information. Among other legal assurances stipulating that
proper erasure and security safeguards are employed, the TSA (2004) indicates that
commercial data “would not result in inappropriate differences in treatment of any
protected category of persons” (57343). In a 2012 progress report on the implementation of Secure Flight, the Department of Homeland Security further observes
that Secure Flight Operations Center employees receive operational training to
align with the impartial standards inscribed in the program policies, including
training in cultural naming conventions and nominal gender signifiers.
Yet as the computational basis of Secure Flight’s probabilistic matching system
reveals, there is a greater margin of error for non-English names. The mobile norm
of risk management is only mobile in relation to the relative stability of a gendered
and sexualised whiteness as a cultural-computational basis for the pattern recognition system of name-matching. As a technique of biopower, statistical pattern
analysis is immediately racialised in attempting to determine risk through the
parsing of data assemblages with respect to larger populations of information. In
network science, the identity of a data element is produced by correlations bounded
by the differentiation of norm and anomaly. Of course, in the drive to amass more
and more information, there is no longer a functional difference between targets
and non-targets, as intelligence about both groups is needed in order to isolate
their relevant differences (Andrejevic & Gates 2014: 190). The identification of risk
thus becomes a matter of an exception from a data population that may be regarded
as typical or unremarkable. Exception here does not refer to the content of data,
but the inclusion of a value precisely through its necessary difference from an
informational background considered as the norm.
The kinship between racialisation and statistical assessment is certainly
far from new. The relation between the two concepts derives from the historical
construction of risk as a classification system. The history of life insurance policy
in the United States, particularly in the Reconstruction era through the early 1900s,
serves as a key example of the way in which risk, race and debility became imbri-
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cated within a nationalist biopolitical agenda. As Michael Ralph (2012) demonstrates, the collapse of the slave insurance industry in the postbellum period
did not necessitate the equal distribution of life insurance across racial lines. As
conceptions of race shifted from chattel status to a formal property buttressed
by a priori figurations of biological difference, the alleged expertise of medical
examiners and the apparent statistical correlation between race and criminality
offered by social scientists forged a crucible of objectivity that apprehended black
populations as greater risks to the economic stability of the nation. As such, risk
in actuarial science is grounded in what Dan Bouk (2015) terms a “white data
politics” (185), wherein whiteness serves as the default neutral category for statistical models that are used to assess those populations deemed mobile, indeterminate and substandard. Racialisation emerges as a process of hierarchisation
in which biological difference is displaced by a statistical racism rooted in the
notions of black inferiority and pathology measured against the ascendance of
other “foreign-born” immigrants, like the Irish, Slavic and Italian, to the category
of whiteness (Muhammad 2010: 9).
Secure Flight exemplifies the ways in which a white data politics not only
extends into the contemporary moment, but also how it undergoes certain transformations performed by algorithmic mediation. No longer a matter of trained
judgment or expertise, computation shifts the epistemic foundation of objectivity towards a digital economy bracketed by the density and speed of information transmission (Halpern 2014). It would seem then that in the era of big data,
racialisation is powered by the subsumption of biological or cultural difference
within the capacity of networked relations. Writing on the use of “smart intelligence” social media platforms in US security agencies, Werbin (2011) asserts
that the threatening Other is not a population marked by consistent biological,
national or cultural formations, but emerges as “a series of amorphous discriminatory profiles derived through a series of patterns of interaction, and factored in
a series of imagined security scenarios” (1263). In the context of Secure Flight,
the racialisation of certain populations would hinge upon the proximity of assets
within a database, the parsing of search elements, the calibration of the scoring
threshold function and the management of probabilistic computation.
However, it is important that we do not completely remove biological, social
and cultural formations from our understanding of automated national security
systems. Rather, Secure Flight reveals a more complicated view of the relation
between statistical analysis and the biopolitical logics of racialisation that
continues the project of risk assessment from pre-digital eras. I argue that the
sub-human and the quantified data profile work coterminously within Secure
Flight’s automated system as names are not simply abstracted patterns of data,
but are naturalised as indices of racial difference. The inclusion of gender in
SFPD alongside passenger name, passport number and redress information is an
important component here, as it maps the statistical process of racialisation along
categories of sexual difference. Not unlike the regulation of gender conformity
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in full-body scanner and passport documentation, assumptions of biological sex
structure everyday state surveillance practices that attempt to position “a variety
of bodies, behaviors, and identities – not only those explicitly identified as transgender – as gender-nonconforming” (Beauchamp 2019: 7). While categories of
race might be absent from SFPD, binary sex categories serve to animate ontological imaginaries of biological difference. Resonating with Kyla Schuller’s (2018)
writing on the biopolitics of 19th-century sentimental science, Secure Flight sets
in motion binary sex “to accomplish the work of racial differentiation” (17). Gender
is rendered computational here as a variegation of racial biopower in order to
assess the accuracy of probabilistic computation in the name-matching process.
Racial difference is naturalised as an a priori feature of names when the
computational background of dominant cultural classifications recedes under
the guise of accuracy. Consequently, “variance” only makes sense as an epistemic
category when located as an attribute of the name itself, rather than as a penalty
of the particular pattern analysis that makes use of gender when assessing the
result of probabilistic matching. Name variation is a marker of threat within US
national security, which is most clear in the way that terrorist aliases were identified by the NCTA as the primary motivation for advancing universal transliteration standards. However, in the use of the English language as the computational
background for the Secure Flight program, the opposite seems to be the case.
Name-matching algorithms are not designed to detect risk within names, but
rather produce certain names as risky through the technological inscription of
accuracy as a prerequisite for statistically parsing assemblages of data elements.
Of course, within the specific context of airport security, names are not
racialised in the same way. Certain culturally specific names might be algorithmically interpreted as white, while names in non-Latin script are most vulnerable to
processes of racialisation through universal transliteration standards. In preemptive national security strategies, markers of nonnormativity, such as name and
gender in SFPD, are not “fixed, ahistorical, or easily read markers of deviance,”
but are rather “active interpretations that […] can shift according to context”
(Beauchamp 2019: 77). Risk does not simply map onto stable identities of “us”
versus “Other,” but is differentially applied across shifting definitions of ethnic,
religious and cultural status to produce a perceived adjacency to American exceptionalist constructs of a gendered whiteness. In terrorist screening, data populations are relationally computed in order to secure whiteness as a universal norm.
The Secure Flight program is of course not blind to the problems attending
its scoring threshold. However, the solutions advanced in federal reports do not
seem to address the underlying issue at stake when white data politics becomes
imbricated in the name-matching protocol. One proposed solution is the use of
approximate string matching, or fuzzy string searching, which computes similarities between various elements of data in order to roughly estimate certain values
rather than identifying a precise name. The sophistication of fuzzy logic has been
regarded as an asset for updating phonetic algorithms across federal agencies,
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particularly as a way of dealing with the issues that emerge with the entry of nonEnglish names in databases (OIG 2004: 22–23). Within the context of national
security, the advantages of such algorithms far outweigh the negatives: fuzzy logic
computation can more readily identify variants of non-English names, despite
the possibility that such algorithms might also yield names not included on the
watchlists. Nonetheless, approximate string searching does not quite rectify the
racialised logics upon which watchlist matching operates. Without addressing
how non-English names are considered exceptional, or mobile with respect to
some accepted norm of pattern assessment, we overlook the ways in which the
racialisation of accuracy safeguards risk-assessment protocol in terrorism prevention efforts. In a world witnessing the collapse of traditional nation-state boundaries and increasing degrees of cultural conservatism, name-matching score
values simultaneously work to displace anxieties around the accommodation of
cultural hybridity at the same time that they efface the production of taxonomies
of racial difference within the militarisation of computational systems.

Conclusion
In locating the biopolitical distribution of risk in contemporary security systems
within the medial logics of name-matching score values employed in terrorist
watchlist screening, I risk a perilous conclusion – that discrimination is solely the
result of technical calibration. Such an argument would fall prey to the “technodeterministic and discriminatory thinking behind these post-9/11 security
measures – that the right technological arrangement, deployed in the right way,
can invariably solve any governmental problem, including terrorism” (Werbin
2009: 615–616). However, if error is not an incidental effect of computation but
inimical to the purported efficiency of name-matching algorithms in Secure
Flight, then we cannot simply hold the tools of big data analytics accountable
for digital inequities. More accurate algorithms will not achieve more objective
results, but only perturb, mutate and reify nationalist projects of racialisation.
To address the discriminatory practices of big data, we must grapple with the
political, medial and social formations that justify the unfair distribution of risk
across minority populations. The trade-off between accuracy and security in probabilistic name-matching is certainly not balanced. If all populations were equally
at risk of being prone to false-positives, then surely adjustments would be made.
Since only certain religious, ethnic and immigrant communities are most vulnerable to being cited as terrorists, the discriminatory logics that would otherwise be
unacceptable for more privileged travellers are retained.
In imagining more equitable relationships through digital media, we must
take responsibility for the way in which we invest technological advancements
as efficient, capable and objective. Conceiving of alternative algorithms must not
aim to solve digital inequities with more accurate parsing strategies, but rather
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engage from the beginning the way in which race matters, that way that race is
made actionable in the medial logics of computational systems. Simply furnishing
accuracy as a standard of measure falls into the trap of a liberal humanism in which
one’s identity is imagined to be stable enough to cohere across numerous datafied
representations. Our systems are never accurate, but only ever accurate enough
for the preservation of cultural norms. Rather than insisting on greater degrees
of granularity and precision in our computational models, we must challenge
forms of power that wield accuracy as an indefensible tactic for collecting, sorting
and classifying populations under the stratagem of risk. Uncovering the political
decisions that constitute the threshold between what is unacceptable and what is
accurate enough, we find a familiar story: our deeply held convictions of freedom,
privacy and identity are continually computed along old lines of gender, race, class
and citizenship.
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